
Based in Germany, Tarox has forged a transformation of their business model 
over the last five years. In the past, Tarox focused on the creation of hardware 
solutions for system integrators. Today, through its partnership with Intel, Tarox 
has expanded their technology portfolio, and in parallel, their customer base and 
revenue opportunities. While Tarox continues extensive support for their reseller 
partners, they also serve select customers directly. By taking a solution-oriented 
approach with all their clients—resellers and end users alike—Tarox helps them 
architect and implement unique cloud technology solutions which address 
complex business problems that proved daunting in the past.

New Solutions For Changing Customer Needs
Christos Golias, Director of Sales at Tarox, describes the evolution of his company. 
“Today, we must evaluate the holistic technology solution each of our clients 
requires. A one-size solution does not fit all. In the past, VARs would ask us for 
a physical server, and we would customize that hardware for them. However, 
today’s fast-paced and rapidly growing companies need much more than hardware 
density to remain competitive in the global marketplace. It is critical we embrace 
those trends, helping resellers and end-users get the most from the technology 
available today. Our team must first talk with our clients to fully understand their 
business workflow and technology needs. Only when we have that information can 
we recommend, tailor, and deliver technology solutions including elements like 
cloud storage, virtualization, software, security, and much more. With the help of 
advanced technologies from Intel, Tarox can excel as a solution innovator.”

CADMAN’s Computing Challenges
Tarox solved the unique challenges for its client CADMAN through the latest private 
cloud technologies made possible by Intel. CADMAN specializes in application 
of 3D rendering software and creates virtual models of real estate properties. 
Through this rendering process, CADMAN can illustrate for its clients what a 
building or area might look like, or how an existing property can be modified. In 
turn, those models are viewed, modified, and approved by CADMAN’s customers 
before any steps are taken to physically construct those designs. 

Previously, CADMAN utilized on-premises servers for all modeling and file transfer 
to clients. That technology infrastructure had many limitations, however. The 3D 
rendering process is data intensive, requiring a lot of processing power and server 
storage space. On-premises server and storage solutions necessitated continual 
upgrades of data center hard drives to accommodate the accumulation of large 
project files. Plus, all of those files needed to be backed up and stored offsite in the 
event of a system failure.

Cloud solutions deliver greater end-user productivity and efficiency 
while cutting costs. 
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Transferring large 3D data files to CADMAN’s clients created 
another challenge. On-site servers transferring large 3D 
video files to customers made the process both slow and 
cumbersome. Additionally, Tarox needed to make flies 
available 24/7 to ensure a timely service to a global client 
base. 

Tarox’s Private Cloud Solution for CADMAN
After extensive discussions with CADMAN to evaluate its 
business needs, challenges, and growth path, the Tarox 
team architected a much-improved solution. Tarox helped 
CADMAN migrate all of its 3D modeling, rendering, and 
storage process to a private, secure cloud solution with 
technology innovations from Intel at the core.

Tarox’s solution for CADMAN involves two major 
infrastructure elements: “Compute Nodes“ for graphical 
rendering, and “communications nodes“ for rapid file 
transfer. The compute nodes combine several technologies, 
including the Intel® Xeon® processor E5 2690 v4, Intel® 
Compute Module HNS2600TPF, the Intel® Solid State 
Drive (SSD) Data Center S3510 Series, and more. The 
communications nodes utilize the Intel® Server System 
R2208WTTYSR, Intel® RAID modules, Intel Xeon processor 
E5-2643 v4, Intel Xeon processor E5-2630 v4, Intel SSDs, 
and much more. 

Together, these products and technologies comprise a 
solution providing the reliability Tarox’s clients require. By 
distributing compute and communication nodes across 
several cities, Tarox creates dependable redundancy, scale 
and failover for CADMAN. Additionally, gigabit connections 
among nodes facilitate the speed for Graphisosft’s compute-
intense workloads.

 Delivering Greater Efficiency, Flexibility and 
Agility  
With a new, Intel-based private cloud solution in place, 
CADMAN realizes several benefits. The team architecting 
the renderings no longer relies on the hard drives built 
into their workstations or an on-premises server to store 
their renderings. Instead, all work is saved instantly into the 
cloud, increasing the speed of project storage and helping 
the creative process. Currently, video rendering is 15 times 
faster than the former on-premises solution. Secondly, a 
cloud solution offering automatic file backup, redundancy, 
failover and security through multiple server farms offsite 
eliminates CADMAN’s need to create and store their backup 
files at a protected offsite location. Geographically dispersed 
data centers in Düsseldorf, Dortmund, and Hamburg work 
together to ensure the rapid processing and protection 
needed for CADMAN’s video renderings. 

Storage volume flexibility creates a third major benefit 
for CADMAN. In their old computing model, the need for 
additional storage space required more hard drives and 

more servers. With a cloud solution, a simple phone call to 
Tarox adds storage space and bandwidth when needed. This 
capability also saves money for CADMAN. They pay only for 
the server space needed at any given time, and that space 
can be increased or decreased dynamically as their business 
and client needs dictate. 

CADMAN‘s customers around the world also enjoy faster 
and easier access to CADMAN’s 3D architecture models. 
Designers in any location can upload files to a high-
bandwidth cloud solution, giving customers faster access to 
the latest visuals at any time of day or night. 

With all the immediate gains from the private cloud solution 
engineered by Tarox, CADMAN plans additional investment 
in the cloud solution as their business grows. The 32 nodes 
currently in use will scale gradually to 128 nodes, with Intel 
technology at the heart of each.

Intel Technology Advantage
“We depend on Intel technology, not only because of its track 
record of long-term reliability but also for its commitment to 
stand by its products,” observes Golias. “In the unlikely case 
a component fails, we know Intel will stand behind us with 
product replacement and warranty options. Our customers 
depend on us, so we depend on Intel. ”

With many satisfied customers, Tarox’s own business is 
growing and evolving. Intel technologies have helped them to 
better support resellers and end-customers wishing to reap 
the benefits of private cloud solutions. 

 “Intel always keeps an eye on the horizon, so if Intel is 
investing in the creation of new technology, we take note,” 
added Golias. “Intel’s team is always happy to brief us on 
their upcoming solutions. This background helps us stay on 
technology’s cutting edge.” 

Asked what resellers and end-customers should know 
about the future of technology, Golias shares a perspective 
of caution coupled with optimism. “Technology is changing 
every day. If companies today are not evaluating the latest 
technologies and the benefits these advancements can 
offer, they will fall behind their competitors. The right digital 
changes will take them into the future and help them excel in 
unlimited ways.” 
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